
what different
hats do you where

as part of your work?

creative disciplines?
organisational roles?

community roles?

products?
services?

experiences?

skills?
assets?

capabilities?

prior work?
connections?
knowledge?

for places, contexts, 
communities

or social groups?

for culture, 
heritage or arts?

for your
personal practice?

for opportunities
or investment

in creative work?

is it about
learning or
knowledge?

is it about
accessibility?

do you engage a 
wider discourse?

what makes
you unique/
authentic?

what makes you 
contemporary
and attractive?

what makes
you reliable?

what makes
you viable?

how do you
engage people?

how do you 
engage

your context?

how do you
collaborate?

how do you
develop your 

process?
how do you
deliver your

process?

how do you
know the value of

your offering?

how do you
model your 

offering?

through social
platforms?

through cultural
platforms?

through 
points of sale?

through 
reports and funding

applications?

through curated 
events, projects 
and exhibitions?

through your
partners?

through peer
networks?

through community
activities?

through your
own platforms?

(website, profiles,
social media, etc,)

through your
brand assets?

(narrative, images,
portfolio, etc.)
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the relationships with people
groups and organisations
your work brings together

the models of professional
practice and transactions

sustaining your work

the wider contexts your work
interacts with, contributes

to or influences

NARRATIVE MAPPING



what current 
relationships are

part of your
development?
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PRACTICE

what is your
development challenge?

make a statement
no more than 25 words

what current 
audiences, 

customers or other
constituents are you

reaching?

what is your
current range
of offerings?

what is your
current capacity
and capability?

what potential
relationships could
you develop with

peers?

what potential
relationships could
you develop with
local communities

and orgs?

what potential
relationships could
you develop with
cultural networks,
orgs or experts?

what potential 
cultural audiences
could you reach
beyond the local

context?

what wider
local constituents
could you reach

or benefit?

what income
or investment

could you target
or attract?

what channels
or ways of reaching

key constituents
could you develop?

what expertise,
knowledge or 

education could
you access?

what skills,
techniques or

practices could
you develop?

what ways
of working could
you offer going

forward?

what experience,
assets, processes
or professional

development could
you gain?

what new 
products services or 
experiences could

 you develop?
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NETWORK MAPPING



for a portfolio of
great work

for a dynamic 
local, national

and international
network

for an established
model of practice

for the difference
you’re making

what makes
you contemporary

or attractive?

for a market
that sustains 
your work

CULTURALSOCIAL ECONOMIC

YOUR VISION

YOUR ASSETS

YOUR ACTIONS

what current 
relationships are

part of your
development?

what current 
audiences, 

customers or other
constituents are you

reaching? 

what is your
current range
of offerings?

what is your
current capacity
and capability?

for your
development 

for expanding
your network

for becoming
sustainable

JOURNEY MAPPING
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There are reference maps on the CHARTS 
website with prompt questions to help you 
map each layer of your creative story.

We recommend you print or draw this 
template in no smaller than A3 format, as 
then you can use tab post-its to complete 
each section.

Start by mapping YOU and YOUR OFFERING 
then construct your narrative of why you 
do what you do, and how you do it, through 
each layer.

NARRATIVE MAPPING
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YOUR 
DEVELOPMENT
CHALLENGE

There are reference maps on the CHARTS 
website with prompt questions to help you 
map each section of your creative growth.

We recommend you print or draw this 
template in no smaller than A3 format, as 
then you can use tab post-its to complete 
each section.

Start by mapping YOUR DEVELOPMENT 
CHALLENGE then map your network of 
current connections or assets in each 
quadrant that can help you meet this 
challenge inside the dotted line. 

Then you can map the potential network of 
connections and assets you want to 
develop outside the dotted line.

NETWORK MAPPING



YOUR ACTIONS

CULTURALSOCIAL ECONOMIC

YOUR VISION

YOUR ASSETS

for your
development 

for expanding
your network

for becoming
sustainable

JOURNEY MAPPING
There are reference maps on the CHARTS 
website with prompt questions to help you 
map each section of your creative journey.

We recommend you print or draw this 
template in no smaller than A3 format, as 
then you can use tab post-its to complete 
each section.

Start by mapping YOUR VISION as goal 
statements articulating what you want to 
achieve in 2-5 years time. Then map YOUR 
ASSETS you are starting your journey with, 
which you may have identified in your 
NARRATIVE or NETWORK maps.

Then map YOUR ACTIONS for your 
development as a series of tasks, 
milestones or questions that can bridge the 
journey to your vision.


